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Last week I spent most of the time in bed with a shocking cold…seem to have had it for weeks.
Then I realized that the deadline for the MASA Newsletter had come and gone and I hadn’t got it ready in
time!! Oh well, at least I got the club one done……how time flies!
My son bought himself a new camera recently, and I was ‘bequeathed’ his old one…I have been taking it to
flying sessions to keep a record of our activities…I’m still at the stage of taking ‘happy snaps’ with it… I’m
not up to John Fennell’s standard yet…probably never will be. The best thing about modern cameras is that
you can take dozens of pictures and then get rid of all the terrible ones later.
FIELD WORK
The field is looking great – lots of green grass thanks to all that rain…..and Bob’s work on the mower.

CHECK OUT THAT GRASS

Phil Crawley has already sent out a ‘thank-you’
email to Andrew, Darren and Jim for the starter
benches – I’m sure we all would like to add ours too
– well done guys.
And what terrific pieces of engineering and manufacture they are…..They allow for wing-hold or tail-hold,
with a variety of positions and a handy shelf for your gear.
I tried out my Skybolt on one and it all worked perfectly…. (even though a few minutes after this photo was
taken, she “lowered herself to the ground” when the wind took hold …..Doh….it only dislodged the
undercarriage and cracked the fin……all fixed). Be warned people….it is best not to leave a model on the
starter bench unattended….so much to learn…so little time…!
With our field looking so good…and with facilities improving all the time, I’d expect to see lots of club
members out there in the coming months……if it ever stops raining…!.
The roofs to the pits benches are in hand….I’m getting appropriate documentation from my friendly
engineer and then approval from council….then a working bee at some point in the future…should be fun!
Get your ladders out ready…you’ve been warned.

INDOOR FLYING – 3rd AUGUST
The August indoor meeting at Cornerstone College was attended by about 15 flyers….mostly regulars.
It was raining and windy on the roads…. frankly a terrible night to be out and about, so in reality it was a
pretty good turn-out. However I do believe that numbers will increase as the weather improves and word
gets out.
First off….I have to confess to being
responsible for totally destroying Phil Burt’s
beautiful little Vapor. I literally flew straight
through it with my Delta Nutball……..the
Vapor was virtually invisible against the
brickwork walls. It doesn’t matter how
many times you tell yourself that these
things happen…it is never easy to deal
with…..and Phil’s reaction to the incident
says a lot about his attitude to his modeling.
Beth snapped this photo…which I think
tells the story better than words can!!
It did point out to us that we need to
instigate specific periods for the various
sizes of models…even though we were
basically doing that anyway, it obviously
needs formalizing.
The variety of indoor models was amazing… from many ‘out of the box’ foam scale types to the larger
aerobatic models, and almost everything in between!……

A few of the faces…
I’ll get better with the
camera eventually!!

Remember………….“There’s no wind indoors”

How about coming along to the
next indoor night….you never know….
….you might even get hooked too!

The evening was interrupted for a short
time when one of the Shock Flyers got
stuck on top of one of the ceiling light
fittings….broke the prop so it wouldn’t
move.
So various items were thrown up there in
an attempt to dislodge it….toilet
rolls…balls of string…..finally a ball of
sufficient size was found and once Nick
‘got his eye in’ she was gently nudged off
her perch. Unfortunately this had all taken
so long that the transmitter had been put
away…..with the result that the descent to
earth was straight down……and no one
caught it…..Ouch!
But Nick informs me he did catch the ball!

PHOTO CAPTION COMPETITION
Last month’s photo generated two responses from club members……both very good ones.

1:

“I told you it was too late to hand control back to me…!”

2:

Today’s Lesson…..LANDING PROCEEDURE 101
Oops!!….Here endeth the lesson.

Here is this month’s photo….
I took this photo of Bob and
Nick trying to straighten up one
of the old starter benches…..I
don’t think they succeeded!
This shot really shows how
much better the new benches
are - doesn’t it?
So come on guys…send in your
caption entries (or give them to
me at the next meeting)….go
on…stretch the imagination a
bit.

AUGUST GENERAL MEETING – Tuesday 27th August …….put it in your diary……now!
Guest Speaker:
This month Darren Garratt has kindly agreed to give us a talk on prop balancing – something we should all
know as much about as possible. A properly balanced propeller can avoid a lot of problems before they
start. Not only the airframe and radio equipment will benefit….but the engine too.
Darren will be bringing a balancer and showing the prop’er way to do it …and there’s a bit more to it than
you might think.
Please don’t bring along your propellers and expect to have a free balancing….it’s just an instruction talk.
Our props are the hardest working part of our models and we would do well to give them a bit more
attention and maintenance.
Darren’s talk should inspire us all to purchase a balancer (if you haven’t already got one!!), go through your
props and get them in tip-top shape for summer flying sessions.
See you there….same venue…same time….same good food and company.
Get there around 6.15 for a meal…the meeting starts at 7.00.
NEW MEMBERS
I’m sure you will all join me in giving a warm welcome to our new members - and some returned members.
Jim Bowie…new member
Sean Flaherty…..new member
Mauro Maurovic….new member
Chris Watson……new member
Don Clarke….past member rejoined
Julie Garratt……past member rejoined
The records show we have thirty-six paid up members at present, with eight 2012 members who haven’t as
yet paid their club/MASA fees for this financial year.

To close off this newsletter…here’s some more photos of recent club activities…………….

Phil starting his Corsair using the recently
embedded starter posts.
The newly fixed electric starter bench (in the
background) has been repositioned to the
middle.

Darren doing a bit of low level
stuff
with
his
50cc
Sabatch….smooth…even in the
wind.

This shot may need a bit of explaining………..I took it just after Darren and Phil had a mid-air
collision….Darren coming off the worst!
Darren’s brand new foam MXSR (second flight!!) was badly mauled by Phil’s FW190….from below and
behind……the classic WW2 fighter tactic.
The stripes on the MXSR fuselage are where the 190’s prop took several ‘shark bites’ that tore it in two! The
FW suffered a dislodged motor that hung from the cowl opening by the wires…the landing was not easy, but
Phil managed to get her down….with a ‘varying’ CG.
Darren’s model spiraled straight in - sustaining a bit more damage on impact with terra very firma.
Both models are repairable – the MXSR is a terrific flyer – I might just get one too!
When you consider how much air there is up there….it always astounds me that this ever happens at all….if
you actually tried to hit each other, you probably wouldn’t!!
The July club meeting was well
attended by sixteen members and our
guests Chris Carpenter & Sam Ibby.
I got most of you in this pictire…...
….Noel is off to the right of shot.
Chris and Darren were doing the usual
computer techy thing……..
….”I think it goes in here
somewhere…!”
and
“…Have you tried turning it off and
back on again….?”
See you at the Great Eastern Hotel on the 27th
Cheers for now….and don’t forget to plug your ailerons in…..!
Paul

